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I S., Ur11E TS 

Wind: 

long reed flute, called acco 
r· 

short reed ~--

to ·1o 

ed liarr , 

aouada, chebaba, gsbah. 

t also aouada t' IIMI~. 

-- - ----- .....,..._.,... -
~ - .. . ;.--: . :. --.:.;_;_, -- - ~~ 

oboe with fitted reed, called r alta. (I Sp in the same intrument 

is still called gaita.) 

zamar, a double reed bass recorder, with two mouthpieces, and fitted 

ith t o bulls' horns for resonance. 

String, bowed: 

kam nja, properly viola, but occasionally violin.(The instrument is 

held upright by the left hand, resting on the left knee, the 

bo always horizontal.) 

reb b, a narrow, bridgeless, flat violin. (Played in an oblique po

sition, held in the l~ft hand and resting on the right knee.) 

String, plucked: 

oud, the traditional lute 

guinbri, mandolin faced with skin, backed nith wood o tu t~e-shell. 

Tradmtionally a guinbri should have three strin a, but I have 

al o seen them ~ith two or one. There are gui 
~---

pitches. I know of three kinds: the hajouj, the 

of varying 

and the 

souissane. The deeper-pitched guinaber are used o ly in the c·t

ies ·here there is a tradition of Andaluz music, 1t they do not 

figure in Andaluz music itself, appearing rather in the e sembles 

that nerform ancient popular music. 

gogo, Sudanese guinbri with metallic vibrating fringe , 

Percussion: 

tbel, side drum, beaten with sticks 

bendir, (also called ~) large tambo rine-shaped drum ·i ·"h s in over 

one end. Beaten vith knuckles or fingertips. Consi er bl range 

of pitch ar- timbre, depending on p rt of skin truck
1
and ttack. 

GenerallJ haQ metal ire strung diametrically, to produce buzz. 

~, the tambourine 

darbouka, ceramic, jar-shaped hand drum ith m mbran at one end. Also 

often has buzzing ire. The small d r ouka is called tarija. 



INST UMENTS, continued. 

nagous, a circular rim of st el, beaten with tqo metal sticks. (A com

mon object often used as naqous is the brake-drum.) 

tchnatc n, (in Tachelhit tismamaine) a set of three brass fing 

cymbals. 

garqab , a set of hammered bronze twin hand-cymbals, the t o tops and 

the two bottoms being connected r-· s e ~ . by a sheet of _ 

bronze. Played between fingers and palms, 

mgas, sheepshearer's scissors with the tips cut off. (Or any very large 

shears.) 

deff, tiny drum with the shape of a square sandwich, and not very much 

bigger than a sandwich. 

Note: With regard to the two exceptional instruments of the Ait Bou 

Guemmaz Tribe, the taaouadit and the bourhanime (both these a n med 

in the Tamazirht language) since both are confined to a small and 

sparsely populated region of Morocco, I have not included them in th 

list. 



NOTE 

A charge repeatedly levelled at Berber music by urban Moroccans 

is that it is monotonous. At first hearing this would seem to be in 

some measure justified, for there is no doubt that it is repetitire 

with an insistence that not all folk musics show. When music lacks 

development of any kind it is mono us, but in folk musics as basic 

as·the Moroccan the matter of development is lar ely a question of 

occasion and the degree of musical togetherness achieved by tne en-

semble, rather ~n a quality inherent in the tradition. It is es-

sential to distinguish bet een static repetition and organic or de

ceptive repetition, in which the apparently reiterated rhythmical, 

melodic or textural motif is a device for capturing the attention, 

the music's ultimate aim being that of imposing itself totally upon 

the consciousness of the listener. In the latter case the psycholog

ical effect is not one of monotony, but rather one of hypnosis, and 

it then becomes c~ear that underneath the appeorance of repetition 

there is variety in direction. It is in this respect that the good 

Berber music excels. Much of it is incantatory in origin, a part of 

that important facet of daily living hich has to do rith magic, the 

casting of spells or the inducing of trances. Si~ce its aim is to 

caus~ hypnosis, to be appreciated the music must be given the oppor

tunity to hypnotize, and this requires listening to it in its entire

ty. Part of a piece obviously cannot produce the same result as the 

whole piece. There is no quick way of listening to Berber music. 




